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In January, 2013 monitoring of websites concerning placement of information on safety 

of human rights activists of Kazakhstan was carried out. 

 

HUMAN RIHGTS DEFENDERS 

 

Vadim Kuramshin 

 

January 18, 2013. The deputy of Mazhilis of Parliament of the Republic of Kazakhstan, 

the president of Civil alliance of Kazakhstan Aygul Solovyeva sent a letter on Kuramshin's 

criminal case to the General prosecutor of the Republic of Kazakhstan. For verification of the 

address on the facts of tortures in relation to Kuramshin a visit to him by delegation of deputies 

and human rights activists. is planned visit by delegation of deputies and human rights activists. 

On January 24, 2013, 23:23. "Around 23 hours despite the absence of the relevant 

documents, doors of my apartment where besides me there were two more people were beaten 

out. One of them was a six-year-old child. Two men in masks on faces, in the form of Special 

Police Force (OMON) with guns in hands rushed into the apartment. Up to this point I quickly 

made entries in the blog www.kuramshyn.org, Facebook and "My world" about all events. 

Threatening with guns OMON fighters tumbled down all on a floor, including the child. 

They began to beat me with the handle of the gun and feet. On the record placed, on YouTube, it 

is well audible and all events are visible. Then having twisted my arms, continued to cause 

physical sufferings, without having allowed me to put on, shoes on, in one undershirt, body 

stockings and slippers threw in police UAZ. Where continued to beat me that was accompanied 

by threats about fast violence in prison of Petropavlovsk, referring to A.Belov's order. 

Alexey Belov with other police officers carried out at this time an unauthorized search in 

my apartment, having intimidated members of household. About 24 hours delivered in a 

dependency clinic. After pronouncement of the conclusion that I was not in narcological, 

alcoholic intoxication, traces of a beating on a body were fixed. 

Around 1:30 a. m., delivered in city police departement temporary detention facility 

where again the beatings were recorded. 

In lunch time on November 1, 2012 I was delivered in prison of Petropavlovsk, without 

having shown any documents for my arrest where also at receipt recorded a beating on a body. 

Placed in the camera of tortures No. 12 in which there were two accused and one condemned, the 

last a name Maxim. The joint contents in one camera of persons under investigation and 

condemned the law doesn't allow. From first minutes from lodgers of the camera pressure fell 

upon me. Maxims I claimed that some days before my emergence to prison from Astana there 

came "the" vice-chairman of KUIS Ministry of Internal Affairs RK Talgat Ahmetov. From 

words the maxim followed that personally Ahmetov even before my arrest instructed the chief of 

prison properly to treat me in prison. After 2 hours of psychological pressure, Maxim caused to 

the chief of prison, from where it, having received further instructions, returned from one more 

athletic constitution the prisoner. All four Slavic nationalities, I will be able to identify. On their 

manner of conversation I understood that these persons all in the past activists (assistants to 

administration of a colony). Were engaged in tortures, extortion from simple prisoners. The fact 

of the room me with them in one camera, also violates internal instructions about the separate 

maintenance of activists of simple prisoners. 



The man entered with Maxim from a threshold began to state in my address  insults and 

violence threats. After he began to demand to concede him plank beds. During dispute round a 

berth, he couldn't explain the reasons which I have to concede to him a plank bed for. Using a 

reason for the conflict, all present began to demand from me recognitions that sponsor me 

objectionable to the president of Kazakhstan of the person. That isn't true at all. Only granting 

offices in northern regions of Kazakhstan from party "Alga! " for meetings with relatives of the 

killed prisoners, I received. Without having achieved from me revelations, is more exact than 

self-accusation, assistants of operation branch of prison began to argue aloud that will force me 

to live in a toilet that means sex. violence. On what I tried to break glass, to cut to myself veins. 

Employees came into this moment in the camera, brought Maxim to a pro-dale. I noticed that it 

approached to the chief. In 3-5 minutes he turned back, and all of us took away from "ears far 

away" in the separate case, in a bath. Maxims on the road cheerfully I noted to me that from 

Ahmetov I where I won't get to as he told, and will be. I perceived really threat since a month 

before arrest in Warsaw I made a speech at OSCE conference in four sessions. Including I told 

and about T.Akhmetov whom native prisoners accuse of numerous brutal murders of prisoners 

including during lifetime of to death badgered by dogs. I understood that expects me from 

Ahmetov in the shower. And for the purpose of it to avoid before an entrance in shower, with an 

edge from the razor I cut to myself veins. After to me imposed three seams (without 

anesthetizing) I wrote the application addressed to Andrey Bessonov the special prosecutor and 

detailed explanatory, I demanded to take measures to the chief of prison, the chief of  

theoperation branch . There arrived a police squad later. I asked to report to my lawyer about an 

event and at its presence to give evidences. I was refused. Police officers left, to me wrote out 15 

days of a punishment cell. 

At ten o'clock next day on November 2, 2012 to prison there arrived Inessa Safronova – 

my lawyer, operating under the concluded agreement and having the warrant. She  was refused, 

as in acquaintance with the sanction on arrest, and in a meeting with me! On what it made at 

once the complaint to the special prosecutor. About 12 hours  a special prosecutor arrived in 

prison. He came to me into a punishment cell, greeted,  joked and exited, without having had a 

talk with me. The actions he showed a protection of the guilty of an event a day earlier. After 

leaving of the special prosecutor I was hastily taken out to Taraz where having deprived of 

access to justice, protection, research of proofs and poll of witnesses, judge Abidov made fast 

execution and sentenced on absurd charge to 12 years of imprisonment. Addresses to the 

president of Kazakhstan didn't cause any measures. Also as well as in circumvention of the Law 

RK "About an Order of Addresses of Citizens" neither me, nor my mother Koltunova Olga 

Stepanovna, the answer from Administration of the President of RK" wasn't directed. 

 

Bakhytzhan Toregozhina 

On January 4, 2013, 14:43. Arrested on a denunciation of a zhasotanovets of Samat 

Smagulova the head of fund "Ar. Rukh. Hak" was released after 15 daily arrests on the eve of 

New year. 

 

Bakhyt Tumenova 

On January 21, 2013, 19:18.  The Amansaulyk fund appealed to court on actions of 

employees of DKNB across Almaty (Department of the National Security Commitee of Almaty), 

exceeded the powers of office.  

            24, 2013 on Thursday in Almalty district court No. 1 of Almaty hearing of 

business of Public Fund "Amansaulyk" didn't take place. The court session was appointed on 

16.00, however it didn't begin. Staff of court couldn't explain distinctly the delay reason, and as a 

result after 40-minute expectation George Arkhangelsky wrote the application addressed to the 

presiding judge in whom asked to postpone a court session to other time and to oblige judge 

Gulshara ChINIBEKOVA to begin from now on process in time. 

 



Committee of protection of political prisoners of Kazakhstan  

On January 22, 2013 the group of civil activists declared in Almaty that the registration 

of "Committee of protection of political prisoners of Kazakhstan" created by them  was 

unreasonably refused. 

 

Myrky Akpanbetov 

At a meeting of inhabitants of Zhezkazgan with akim of Karaganda region aksakals 

stated in a face to Mr. Ogay, head of "Kazakhmys" that "Kazakhmys Corporation" was a 

corruption center". On this Mr. Ogay threatened that if aksakals further would continue further 

like that, he would meet them in law enforcement agencies. But then, apparently, Mr. Ogay 

decided to go some other way, decided to remove from chairman of the Vete    С   cil  ks k l 

Myrky Askarovich Akpanbetov. For this purpose today to Zhezkazgan there arrived regional 

officials and organized plenum in the NDP "Nour-Otan" local branch building. Journalists of 

"The youth newspaper" didn't let on this action though in a h ll w s j     lists  f  kim t’s 

newspapers and mass media Kazakhmys much. To appoint the manual chairman, officials from 

the power started expelling basic aksakals, motivating it with that they aren't present in lists. But 

aksakals didn't reconcile to it and tried to come.  There was a fight where one of law enforcement 

officers hit one of aksakals.  Aksakals didn't begin to aggravate a situation and decided to leave.  

Plenum began without the acting chairman.  

On January 24, 2013 activist Saule Seydakhmetova notified akimat of Zhezkazgan on 

intention of the public to come for meeting. Protest action citizens will resist to the management 

of the city-forming enterprise which, according to part of citizens, subjects to persecutions of 

"objectionable". 

Bowl of patience of activists the fact of re-election of the chairman of the board of 

veterans overflowed Zhezkazgan, 79-year-old Myrky Akpanbetov (there was it on January 21). 

"Nurotanovtsy" interfered with internal affairs of city council of veterans. For this purpose even 

there arrived "Party members" of regional value. During Plenum "Party members" on the way to 

a hall of meeting exposed a cordon from police officers to whom was allowed not to start up the 

order in a hall of unreliable citizens as which number Akpanbetov's supporters and he were 

ranked. 

Extraordinary plenum of Council of veterans prepared akimat which has no right to 

interfere with affairs of public organizations. According to activists, as the reason for 

"revolution" the criticism of policy of "Kazakhmys" served in the veteran organization from the 

respectable aksakal. But the most scandalous thing, according to S. Seydakhmetova, was that in 

aspiration not to allow old men to enter into a hall where passed plenum, police officers became 

a wall and blocked a way to veterans. 

 

Tokzhan Kizatova 

 On December 31, 2012 a certain Galym Zagitov extended the next slanderous 

publication of a series finishing in 2012 "Many-sided Tokzhan. Part 5", calling in article 

Tokzhan Abilovna Kizatova – SO. G. Zagitov specifies: "all her anger on ecology is 

concentrated on Adzhip though the last yet didn't begin production; recently Kizatova arranged 

indicative "protection" of the dismissed Italian of Orlando and helped it to be restored on a held 

senior position; TShO suits Kizatova's daughter – Tazabekova Ilan for work to itself, Kizatova in 

exchange doesn't "run" into TShO; Ilan grows on a career ladder (according to expert persons, 

soon TShO will send it together with a family to long-term business trip in the USA, for 2 years); 

Kizatova periodically visits various seminars and symposiums abroad, and on financial means of 

TShO; I couldn't give Nurgaziyeva's moral support, having visited it in Aktau; Kizatova visited 

the international conference in Tajikistan and as the representative of civil society RK (it is 

allocated by me), and her candidate was chosen by members of Azamattyk Kurultai Association 

and Fund Soros in RK (well who would doubt) paid its trip; our heroine became more active in 

various mass media, giving interview on all questions. In the last interview to To + TV channel, 



concerning a situation connected with condemned on Zhanaozen events of December of last year 

to Tuletayeva, Kizatova declared that a state of health condemned quite tolerable (most likely it 

is truthful information and SO told as it is actually). However, here the hitch, Tuletayeva's 

daughter – Aaliyah Tuletayeva everywhere declares that the state of health of her mother every 

day worsens, hoping for her early release. That Kizatova, as they say "even the wisest of us can 

make a mistake". You made a mistake and set up the daughter with mother". 

 

 

PUBLIC FIGURES 

 

 

Arman Ozhaubayev 

On December 31, 2012, in 02:40 h. on the cell phone of one of companions of Socialist 

movement of Kazakhstan the call from Arman Ozhaubayev arrived. Via phone shouts and fight 

sounds were audible. After a while phone was disconnected. 

Later, having contacted A.Ozhaubayev, it became clear that when he came back home, 

near an entrance it was attacked by unknown. During fight at Armand selected one cell phone. 

At present to its health threatens nothing. Ozhaubayev doesn't connect attack with the public 

work. 

 

JOURNALISTS 

 

Tokbergen Abiyev 

"On December 31, 2012 in one of residential district Astana apartments as a result of 

special operational search events by the staff of committee of criminal police of the Ministry of 

Internal Affairs and DVD the location of missing known journalist Tokbergen Abiyev is 

established.  In this apartment it was one, nobody held it.  At itself(himself) it had the office cell 

phone", - the official representative of the Ministry of Internal Affairs of RK of Nurdild Oraz 

told to the correspondent of Tengrinews.kz.  According to Oraz, Abiyev dramatized the loss.  In 

the rental ap  tme t whe e it w s, he w s visited  eg l  l  b  the s  .  "Adil соз" T.Abi ev  

blacklisted, considers his act ethically and professionally inadmissible.  

 

Stas Kiselyov 

 On December 28, 2012 in an office of the chief of DKUIS of Azamat of 

BAZYLBEKOVA there was a full calculation to the correspondent of the Vremya newspaper: 

according to the come into force judgment to me transferred 5 tenges. The patch is a peculiar 

symbol of moral damage for the journalists which activity was interfered by the chief of the 

Kostanay pre-trial detention center (see. "And he changed the mind! ", "Time" from 9.2.2012 

g)". 

 

Lukpan Akhmedyarov 

Attempt at the Ural journalist Lukpan Akhmedyarov was custom-made and is connected 

with his professional activity, reported the international fund of protection of a freedom of 

speech "Adil соз" with  efe e ce t  the U  l Week editi  . Pe f  me s  f   c ime p  mised 10 

thousand dollars. It became known from a confrontation of L.Akhmedyarov with one of arrested. 

On charge of attempt at the journalist the court arrested four people. This is 31-year-old 

Askhat Takhambetov who according to the version of the investigation is the organizer of a 

crime; 23-year Diamond Batyrkhairov who admitted that shot at the journalist from the traumatic 

gun; 24-year-old Manarbek Akbulatov, admitted that put to the journalist knife wounds, and 34-

year-old Mursalim Sultangereev, the driver of the car on whom commissions of crime accused at 

night moved. According to the version of the investigation, all arrested are members of an 

organized criminal group. 



The organizer of attempt Askhat Takhambetov promised to pay 10 thousand dollars to 

A.Batyrkhairov and M. Akbulatova.   Such evidences were given by A.Batyrkhairov.   However, 

both performers assure that they weren't going to kill the journalist, and planned it to intimidate 

only.   A.Takhambetov gave them a pier, such instruction.   

The consequence still has no information on the customer and motives of a crime – 

A.Takhambetov refuses evidence.  

The RK Ministry of Internal Affairs investigative committee finishes attack investigation 

on L.Akhmedyarov.  Investigation on establishment of customers of attempt will be made within 

the allocated separate production.  Business will be brought to trial at the beginning of February, 

reported in DVD of the West Kazakhstan region.  

 

 

Uralskaya Nedelya newspaper 

"The Ural week" waits for arrest of accounts. The West Kazakhstan newspaper lost 

process in the claim of the official and now is obliged to pay five million tenges. However new 

editor-in-chief L.Akhmedyarov assures: journalists don't intend to give up. 

 

Tamara Kaleeva, "Adil Soz" fund 

In Kazakhstan now there is nobody to trace the facts of violation of the rights of 

journalists and mass media. The international fund of protection of a freedom of speech "Adil 

Soz" stops monitoring of a situation and mailing of "hot news" due to the lack of financing. 

The president "Adil Soz" Tamara of KALEEVA hopes that the monitoring termination - 

the phenomenon temporary. 

-  Since 1999 we received financing on monitoring from Institute of open society, - she 

speaks.  -  It is non-governmental organization which was based in the beginning in Budapest, 

and now - in London.  They changed priorities, and now they in the work place emphasis on 

legislation improvement.  They sent us the letter of support and released in free swimming, 

having told:  look for money for this necessary work at others.  Unfortunately, we didn't find 

funds for payment of work on monitoring.  

 

Ascar Moldashev 

Judicial proceedings in the matter of the brother of the publisher of the "Golos 

Respubliki" newspaper Askara Moldashev took an unexpected turn. Judge Ertorgan Sadvakasov 

satisfied protection and charge petitions, that is business will send to revision and, probably, 

additional investigation. 

After meeting Inessa Kisileva told that occurred on process. It appeared that prosecutor 

Aydos Tolepbergenov participating in business declared the petition: to return business to the 

prosecutor of the Bostandyk area for charge change on less heavy. 

-  In fact, the prosecutor refused charge on which my client is accused.  It is heavy article 

- storage of drugs in especially large size, - Inessa Kisileva commented on actions of a 

gos.obvinitel.  

On January 16, 2013 it became known that A.Moldashev took out from a pre-trial 

detention center of Almaty in the unknown direction.  Advocaat Askara Zulfia Naumov 

confirmed:  employees of a pre-trial detention center told it that Askar took away on certain 

investigative actions.  Lawyer in perplexity:  the investigation wasn't resumed yet!  On January 

17, 2013 Z.Naumova met the client, from him she learned that employees of a pre-trial detention 

center allegedly by mistake took away it yesterday in court where it and spent the whole) day.  

The prosecutor of the Bostandyk district of Almaty changed the indictment concerning 

A.Moldashev. Now him accuse under less heavy article - 259 p.1-1 "storage of drugs of 

especially large size without a sales objective" UK RK. When trials while it isn't known will 

begin. 



The other day edition received from Askar from a pre-trial detention center one more 

letter in which he again tells about pressure put upon it from employees of KNB. 

 

Alexander Alekhov 

On January 15, 2013 during consideration in city court of Almaty of the appeal in the 

matter of former notary Marietta of ABINOY condemned in October, 2012 for 5 years of 

imprisonment, our journalist unexpectedly underwent attacks from her relatives. 

To the correspondent of the Vremya newspaper Aleksandra  ALYOHOVA - the author of 

a series of publications about a situation round Marietta Abina - at numerous witnesses 

unambiguous threats fell down from the spouse and the daughter of the condemned ex-notary.  

In this regard yesterday Alexander it was compelled to address to the Police Chief of the 

southern capital with the statement.  

 

Marat Zhanuzakov 

The editor of the Azat newspaper Marat Zhanuzakov is fined on T64 720 for violation of 

frequency of release of the edition, reported the international fund of protection of a freedom of 

speech "Adil соз". B t  eithe  M. Zh   z k v did 't  eceive the p  t c l     dmi ist  tive 

responsibility, nor the copy of the judicial resolution. It wasn't present at court, that is was 

deprived of the right to protect itself and the newspaper. 

 

Gulzhan Ergaliyeva 

On December 9, 2011 the Medeusky district court of Almaty satisfied partially the claim 

Saltanat Akhanova, Kayrat Kozhamzharov's holding at that time a position of the head of 

financial police spouses, to a site Guljan.org and obliged the Internet edition to pay it one million 

T5. 

On November 22, 2012 S. Akhanova appealed to court with the statement for that T5 of 

one million which the editor-in-chief of the guljan.org Internet portal Gulzhan Ergaliyeva by a 

court decision has to pay to it as compensation of moral damage, were transferred into the 

orphanage account.  For providing the claim on the building in which the office guljan.org settles 

down, it was seized.  

The orphanage No. 1 of Almaty withdrew the claim to the editor of a portal guljan.org 

Gulzhan Ergaliyeva about payment of T5 of one million, "as we in full executed a judgment. On 

this basis today the judge passed the decision on cessation of production on this case. Here logic 

simple – time claimants refused the claim, the contents of the claim" are removed completely, - 

G. Ergaliyeva reported to agency of KAZTAG on Tuesday. 

"The judge in parallel took out definition about arrest removal. But it is necessary to wait 

for 15 more days while will pass appeal term, and then – while official receiver will release the 

building", - G. Ergaliyeva explained. 

On December 4, 2012 the judge of Bostandyk district court of Almaty A.Abaygeldinova 

submitted definition about a ban for "placement, release and distribution of materials 

(irrespective of authorship) on the www.guljan.org Internet resource", and also about stay of 

access to an Internet resource. This definition was taken out in providing the claim of the 

prosecutor of the Bostandyk district of Almaty about site suspension of operations for three 

months. The claim essence in definition of court wasn't called. On December 24, 2012 according 

to the petition of the respondent definition about stay of release of an Internet resource was 

cancelled. 

However in three days, on December 27, 2012 activity of a site I suspended for three 

months already Medeu district court of Almaty, having satisfied with that the claim of the 

prosecutor of the Medeu area. The prosecutor motivated the requirements with that almost a year 

ago, on January 21, 2012 on a site the article "Why I Will Come on January 28 to a Monument to 

Abay" which was accompanied by videos, according to the prosecutor, calling for participation 



"in unauthorized protest action" was published that the claimant regarded as materials 

"containing appeals to a commission of administrative offenses". 

This judgment is appealed now in Almaty city court. The site Guljan.org is still 

inaccessible meanwhile. 

 

Berik Zhagiparov 

On January 22, 2013 the editor-in-chief of "The youth newspaper" Berik Zhagiparova 

and journalists invited in department of domestic policy of akimat of Zhezkazgan.  The head of 

department Mrs. Myrzabekova read them the order of the chairman of Committee of information 

and archives of the Ministry of Culture and information of RK of B. Kalianbekov of January 17, 

2013 the Chairman of committee ordered to withdraw the certificate on registration of "The 

youth newspaper" that means edition closing.  The order locates the link to item 1 of Art. 13 of 

the Law RK "About Mass Media":  "Stay or the termination of release of mass media or 

distribution of production of mass media is possible according to the decision of the owner or 

court.  However neither court, nor the owner, it the editor-in-chief "The youth newspaper" Berik 

Zhagiparov of any decision on closing of the edition didn't accept.  

"Whether has the right the above-named committee without the judgment to close our 

newspaper, there found it difficult to answer.  But we don't intend to give up, we will conduct 

also the activity".  

Certificates on state registration of several zhezkazgan newspapers are recognized invalid 

because editions weren't issued for a long time. To number of such mass media I got and "The 

youth newspaper". Her editor-in-chief Berik Zhagiparov disagreed with the decision of the 

Ministry of Culture and information and is going to challenge it in court. 

- We consider this act as politically motivated prosecution, - B. Zhagiparov declared. - To 

us let know that this order was issued after any papers the department of domestic policy of 

Zhezkazgan akimat provided in the ministry, and still suggested to challenge the decision of 

Committee of information and archives of the Ministry of Culture and RK information in court. 

On January 24, 2013 without what - or explanations, the staff of prosecutor's office came 

to newspaper editorial office, the Purpose of visit is unknown.  The editor-in-chief is at present 

in Karaganda on office affairs.  

On January 24, 2013 activist Saule Seydakhmetova notified akimat of Zhezkazgan on 

intention of the public to come for meeting.  

Protest action citizens will resist to the management of the city-forming enterprise which, 

according to part of citizens, subjects to persecutions of "objectionable". 

As S. Seydakhmetov's example I gave a case when the ex-director general ACCORDING 

TO "Zhezkazgantsvetmet" wrote the application in police on it and B. Zhagiparov that they 

allegedly beat the 6th security guards. 

-  Me tried to accuse that allegedly, I organized crowd of people who wanted to rush into 

the building of head office of corporation.  It was in October, 2012.  Though actually heads of 

corporation also provoked these people when began to take away the room from their labor 

union.  However, the chief of the Department of Internal Affairs Tokeshov refused initiation of 

proceedings due to the lack of crime structure, - Mr. Zhagiparov told.  

On January 29, 2013 home to B. Zhagiparov prosecutors came and brought caution in 

which the prosecutor of Zhezkazgan Mr. Akulov explains the law "About an Order of the 

Organization and Carrying Out Peaceful Assemblies, Meetings of Pickets and Demonstrations" 

and warns that in case of refusal from performance of legal requirements of local executive 

body, according to its instruction law-enforcement bodies will take "necessary measures for the 

meeting termination". 

But me not up to the end clearly position of Mr. Akulov. Why he warns me: not I 

declared meeting, not I am the organizer of a strike. If it does it that we placed this 

announcement on the site, he has to warn other mass media of Kazakhstan, including Russian, 

world. 



If Mr. the prosecutor this caution wants that we didn't shine this event, we will disappoint 

him. We not only will shine, we will take the most active part in this meeting, because we 

categorically against an arbitrariness of the mighty of this world. 

 

"The Muslim newspaper", "Pensioner", "Ikhsan" 

"…  s me m  e editi  s we e cl sed:  "The M slim  ewsp pe ", "Pe si  e ", "Ikhs  " 

with the subsequent conclusion from the register and electronic base.  This decision is dated on 

January 17, 2013 after which it comes into force".  

 

Vremya newspaper 

On January 25, 2013 the judge of district court No. 2 of the Almaty district of Almaty 

Aytzhanova passed the decision on refusal in satisfaction of the claim of Vremya newspaper 

editorial office about protection of business reputation to the press secretary of akim of Almaty 

Se ge  K     v. (…) . 

"The judge read the conclusion of the specialist philologist, associate professor R. 

Karymsakova that the disputable phrase is opinion in the form of presumable estimated 

judgment, at the same time the  linguostylistic and linguopragmatc analysis of the statement of S. 

Kuyanov confirms that it contains negative information concerning Vremya newspaper editorial 

office, - it is noted in the press release. 

The newspaper editorial office also declared the petition for removal of private definition 

concerning S. Kuyanov "in connection with violation by it of business ethics and rules of official 

behavior", however the petition remained without consideration. 

Acc  di g t  i f  m ti   "Adil соз", the V em    ewsp pe  i te ds t   ppe l  g i st   

judgment in city court of Almaty.  

 

Tatyana Trubacheva 

 "Trubacheva T.V. long time evaded from judgment execution". Such unexpected 

conclusion was drawn by the judge of appeal instance of Almaty city court Ziyadinkhan Pirniyaz 

concerning me – the ex-editor of the Azat newspaper. As from what and as long evaded – stayed 

behind the scenes judicial definition. 

The appellants didn't invite me to meeting. I already told recently about it: consideration 

of my appeal complaint to the resolution of administrative court (judge Berik Kuzembay) took 

place without me and my lawyer. Us didn't warn when there will be a hearing. When the lawyer 

tried to learn about destiny of business, to it in general said that it didn't arrive yet in city court 

from administrative court. 

 

Amandyk Amankulov 

On the night of January 20, 2013 journalists of several mass media of Aktau took part in 

raid around the city. The operator of TV channel "31 channel" Amandyk Amankulov and 

correspondent Irina Goncharova took part in this raid. During patrol police officers noticed mass 

fight. The patrol of traffic police began to separate the fighting. When the operator began to 

shoot the events with the camera, one of violators ran up to it and began to beat. According to 

I.Goncharova, police officers didn't begin to intercede for a film crew because, allegedly, their 

raid ended. Therefore the expensive video camera was broken, and the operator got injuries. 

Hooligans were detained. It was succeeded to detain only two. Them delivered in the 

Department of Internal Affairs of Aktau. According to journalist I.Goncharova, 31 channel 

attacking the operator in three hours released without charges. Then Goncharov and Amankulov 

were compelled to ask for the help the chief of DVD of. Aktau — to the general of police 

Meirkhan Zamanbayev. After its intervention, hooligans were again delivered in DVD. They 

apologized the injured operator of 31 channels and promised to restore a video camera. 

 

 



RELIGIOUS FIGURES 

 

Mosque "Nurdaulet" 

On January 24, 2013 at 14:21. Under the threat of closing there was a mosque 

"Nurdaulet" which operating in Aktobe of 13 years and has been once opened by the president of 

RK. Officials refused to religious association registration. The reasons found formal and, 

according to representatives "Nurdaulet", illegal. Owners of object have legal proceedings with 

the power, and citizens wrote meanwhile the letter to N. Nazarbayev with a request not to allow 

temple closing. 

The reason of troubles in "Nurdaulet" see that the mosque isn't a part of Spiritual 

management of Muslims of Kazakhstan and doesn't submit to it. 

On October 11, 2011 in Kazakhstan the Law "About Religious Activity and Religious 

Associations" according to which all religious associations obliged to take place within a year a 

re-registration with modification of constituent documents is adopted. The justice department 

"Nurdaulet" refused a re-registration. The reasons were results of theological examination in 

which it is noted that in the charter the word "pilgrimage" is misinterpreted, features of the 

relation to marriage and a family, education and health of members of religious association 

weren't specified, and also some of founders "Nurdaulet" didn't live to the specified addresses. 

Officials appealed to court with the requirement to liquidate association. The court sided with 

civil servants and "Nurdaulet" passed the decision on closing. 

"In the presented charter competence and organizational structure don't correspond to the 

status of local religious association", - is spoken in a judgment. 

But in "Nurdaulet" consider that a mosque want to close illegally. So, in the law it isn't 

said that it is necessary to register the cult building, speech in it goes only about associations of 

citizens. 

- That now in court the department of justice calls theological examination, actually is the 

service record signed by the head of department for Baurzhan Esmakhan's religion. We took 

term "pilgrimage" interpretation from the text of the Law "About Religious Activity and 

Religious Associations". People whom we specified in the charter, simply moved, but remained 

to live in Aktobe, - Omirserik Orazalin told representing to "Nurdaulet" in court. - Officials write 

that we don't follow the instruction DUMK. But to be independent of it it isn't forbidden by the 

law. Officials insist that we became branch of Spiritual management. The pier, then will appear 

possibility of a re-registration. 

The other day meeting of appeal instance will take place. If the judgment doesn't change, 

within nine months it will be necessary to liquidate a mosque. 

 

Nurmukhamed Akhmedyanov, imam of a mosque of the Abaysky region of the 

Karaganda region; "Tautan-mall" mosque to Prishakhtinsk the Karaganda region; 

Azerbaijani Shiite mosques "Huseyni" and "Fatimay"; Hagi Azizaga Gambarov, founder 

of a community of "Fatimay"; the tataro-Bashkir mosque "Dean-Mahomed" to 

Petropavlovsk 

To small mosques continue to refuse registration and, respectively, existence if those 

don't enter Spiritual management of Muslims of Kazakhstan, independent mosques and mosques 

of ethnic minority should be under pressure from the authorities, reports Forum 18. 

The head of regional department of Agency on affairs of religions (ADR) of the 

Karaganda region Serik Tlekbayev and the employee of the Spiritual Management of Muslims of 

Kazakhstan (SMMK) Zhandulla Bekzhigitov responsible for communications with mosques, 

insist that all mosques are obliged to enter DUMK, writes Forum 18. 

- Mosques can't be independent, they have to enter into the highest structure. In 

Kazakhstan there is one such structure — Spiritual management of Muslims of Kazakhstan, - 

Serik Tlekbayev told on January 22, 2013 Forum 18. Later Serik Tlekbayev specified that he 

meant that "all mosques have to serve the people of Kazakhstan". Zhandulla Bekzhigitov told on 



January 23, 2013 Forum 18 that "according to the law on the religion, all mosques have to enter 

into Spiritual management of Muslims of Kazakhstan" though in the law on religion of such 

situation doesn't contain. 

However in Astana it is opinion don't support. The vice-chairman of ADR Galym 

Shoykin told on January 22 Forum 18 that though all mosques which have passed a re-

registration joined DUMK, nevertheless "the law on religion doesn't oblige mosques to enter 

Spiritual management of Muslims of Kazakhstan". 

Having heard about G. Shoykin, Z.Bekzhigitov's opinion recovered and I told that "on the 

authorities depends as they register mosques but if the community decided to enter Spiritual 

management of Muslims of Kazakhstan, it is obliged to submit to our conditions", writes Forum 

18. 

In the Karaganda region the mosque of the Abaysky area and the "Tautan-mall" mosque 

in Prishakhtinsk since 2009 resisted to pressure of the authorities to enter Spiritual management 

of Muslims of Kazakhstan. Both of them were closed by a court decision. 

The imam of a mosque in the Abaysky area Nurmukhamed Akhmedyanov told to Forum 

18 human rights organization that after filing of application the head of department for religions 

of the Karaganda region Serik Tlekbayev "openly told it about a re-registration that if it won't 

enter DUMK, won't pass a re-registration". 

Being under such pressure and trying to avoid problems with the authorities, N. 

Akhmedyanov went to Almaty to meet the Supreme mufti of Kazakhstan Absattar Derbisali. 

During visit to it promised that the mosque will pass a re-registration, and later he received the 

letter by fax signed by the Supreme mufti that the mosque was accepted in DUMK, writes Forum 

18. 

N. Akhmedyanov told Forum 18 that in Spiritual management of Muslims of Kazakhstan 

to it told to go on November 15 to receive the certificate on a re-registration in the ADR 

Karaganda department. However there, instead of certificate delivery, vice-chairman Karlygash 

Ahmetov "deception I asked it to sign the letter in regional economic court that it not against 

mosque elimination", having promised fast issue of the certificate, writes Forum 18. 

When some a time later N. Akhmedyanov again went to the ADR Karaganda department 

behind the certificate, S. Tlekbayev called him "swindler" and accused of falsification of the 

signature of the Supreme mufti, writes Forum 18. 

In telephone conversation with the international human rights organization Forum 18 S. 

Tlekbayev told on January 22, 2013 that didn't accuse of it the imam that documents can't go by 

fax and that "is a problem between the imam and Spiritual management of Muslims of 

Kazakhstan". 

On a question why they prepared documents so that ADR can't accept them, the 

employee of DUMK Zh. Bekzhigitov told on January 23 Forum 18 that "it not our fault, they 

wanted to enter DUMK". He also told that with opening of a new mosque in the Abaysky area 

"they don't want any private mosques in area" and that in Islam "there is no concept of a private 

mosque". 

According to the imam of a mosque in the Abaysky region of the Karaganda region of N. 

Akhmedyanov, he "was tired of pressure of the authorities" and after its mosque officially 

closed, he sent the parishioners to a new mosque in spite of the fact that many wanted to 

continue service with it, writes Forum 18. 

Two Azerbaijani Shiite mosques "Huseyni" and "Fatimay" about which Azattyk already 

wrote, were liquidated according to the solution of an Almaty specialized interdistrict court on 

December 6, 2012. 

In telephone conversation with Forum 18 the chairman of the ADR Almaty department 

Nurzhan Zhaparkul told on January 18, 2013 that the building of the mosque "Huseyni" didn't 

conform to requirements and that he "advised to them to follow the religious traditions in other 

format". 



Hagi Azizaga Gambarov - the founder of a community of "Fatimay" - told on January 18, 

2013 Forum 18 that they couldn't register the community as a mosque and that "to them advised 

to carry out the religious activity under the auspices of the Azerbaijani cultural center". It didn't 

explain who exactly gave them this advice, but told that the community continues to function 

and "yet there were no problems". 

The destiny of the only ethnic tataro-Bashkir mosque "Dean-Mahomed" which has 

remained in Kazakhstan in Petropavlovsk about which Azattyk already wrote, isn't clear yet. 

Parishioners of a mosque told to the international human rights organization Forum 18 

that they not against to enter DUMK, but can't coordinate a condition. On January 23, 2013 they 

sent addressed to the president of Kazakhstan the letter with a request "to protect them from an 

arbitrariness of officials". 

Parishioners of a mosque also told Forum 18 that on the night of December 21, 2012 the 

imam of the mosque "Dean-Mahomed" and several oldest participants of a community were 

called by the specialist of the ADR B regional department. Lobsters also I called them on a 

meeting with akim of the North Kazakhstan area Serik Bilyalov. At a meeting on December 21 

in 9 h. mornings S. Bilyalov demanded from participants of a community to stop attempts to 

receive registration as an independent mosque and to enter DUMK, otherwise them liquidate, 

and the building of a mosque will give to local authorities, writes Forum 18. 

In regional akimat on January 25, 2013 told Forum 18 that nobody threatened 

participants of a community, and that to them promised that, unlike other mosques, they will be 

able to elect the imam, and DUMK of any contributions won't pay. 

In Spiritual management of Muslims Kazakhstan, nevertheless, Forum 18 told that "can't 

accept them as imam Raphael Ryazapov doesn't want to pass their test". 

 

ACTIVISTS OF THE PRO-UNIONS 

 

Labor union of coal miners of "Korgau" 

At the end of 2012 the management of labor union of coal miners of "Korgau" suddenly 

remembered that in the collective agreement of miners there is no point on the 13th salary.  

Trade union members intend to achieve through court introduction in a collective contract of the 

"lost sight" point.  

 

Workers from station "Shetp" 

January 15, 2013. The Supreme Court of RK considered complaints to a sentence on 

business "about disorders in Shetp". Prison term from seven to four years to Kazhimurat Avezov, 

the inhabitant of the settlement Shetp of the Mangistausky area, condemned in May, 2012 court 

of Aktau on charge of participation of the mass riots which have occurred at station Shetp on 

December 17, 2011 is reduced, his lawyer Nurlybay Izmagambetov from Aktau phoned to 

Azattyk. He also reported that on January 15 the Supreme Court reconsidered sentences to two 

more condemned on business "about disorders at station Shetp". 

-   Gabidena Bakhytzhan term reduced from five to three years.   To Yerzhan Mambetov 

term too reduced from five to three years, but then to it applied amnesty and let out in a court 

hall, - Izmagambetov speaks.   

He doesn't know contents of the supervising complaints considered by the Supreme Court 

as wasn't at meeting of supervising board in Astana on January 15.  As lawyer Izmagambetov 

speaks, to him these data were reported by the lawyer of Berala Seytmaganbetov who 

participated in this meeting.  

On May 21, 2012 in Aktau the court on the case of events at station Shetp announced a 

sentence concerning 12 persons accused of the organization of mass riots.  Five of them were 

sentenced to various prison terms.  

Advocaat Alken Dospolov took part in this meeting, he confirmed information that 

Gabidena Bakhytzhan and Kazhimurat Avezova was reduced by prison terms, to Yerzhan 



Mambetov in the beginning reduced prison term from five to three years and then it on amnesty 

was released in a court hall.  Alken Dospolov refused to report who from lawyers represented 

interests of these condemned:  "Consider that all I represented Berala Seytmaganbetov", - 

Dospolov speaks.  

As a result of events in December, 2011 at station Shetp and the city of Zhanaozen of 

Mangistausky area, at least 17 people were lost and over hundred are wounded. In total 49 

people are condemned on charge of participation of mass riots of Shetp and Zhanaozen, 18 from 

them are sentenced to various prison terms. 

 

Saule Seydakhmetova 

To Saule Seydakhmetova prosecutors home came and wanted to hand over her caution 

about inadmissibility of violation of the law. On January 22, 2013 S. Seydakhmetova urged 

citizens to come for meeting against an arbitrariness created from the management of 

"Kazakhmys". 

S. Seydakhmetova refused to accept caution because there it wasn't clear and accurately 

written: what measures will be accepted to organizers of meeting and who exactly will take these 

measures. 

She reproached prosecutors with conversation that when citizens want to show publicly 

discontent, prosecutor's office here as here and when with violation of the law remove dear 

aksakal from a post of the chairman of the board of veterans Zhezkazgan when in relation to 

elderly people use physical force, them it isn't visible. 

Without looking at any threats from the authorities, the group of citizens intends to hold 

meeting to draw public attention to a worsening situation to Zhezkazgan.  

Employees of Zhezkazgansky concentrating factories No. 1,2 addressed with the letter to 

the chairman of the board of Kazakhmys corporation to Mr. Edward Ogay, having demanded to 

stop prosecution their trade-union leader Saule Seydakhmetova 

(http://socialismkz.info/?p=6579).  Under this letter 148 dressers subscribed.  Signers would be 

even more, but the Kazakhmys corporation management in every possible way interfere with 

petition.  Pressure is put upon workers.  Today from 12.00 workers on one cause to the director 

of Zhezkazgansky concentrating factories No. 1,2 Slambeka Nurumova and under the threat of 

dismissal force to refuse the signatures!  Workers declare that if pressure will proceed, they are 

ready to stop the conveyor.  

On February 9, 2013 zhezkazganets on S. Seydakhmetova's appeal and OO "Elim-Ay" 

intend to come for meeting against a Kazamys corporation arbitrariness concerning working 

activists, the free press and the deserved aksakals – veterans of work and copper-smelting 

production.  They want to keep the city, the workplaces, not to allow degeneration and 

destruction of the enterprises and infrastructure.  

At the initiative of Socialist Movement of Kazakhstan campaign for sending letters of a 

protest against prosecution by Kazakhmys corporation of working activists and the leader of 

labor collectives S. Seydakhmetova began. In Zhezkazgan, the Kazakhmys corporation puts 

pressure and pursues trade-union figure S. Seydakhmetova. For the trade-union activity it proved 

to be as the true defender of workers. She achieved 100% of increase of a salary, during its 

predsedatelstvovaniye in the trade-union committee, any member of its labor union didn't 

dismiss, punished nobody without an essential occasion. More detailed information on S. 

Seydakhmetova's prosecution, it is possible to examine in a material: "Workers of "Kazakhmys" 

demand to stop prosecution of their leader". 

 

 

LAWYERS 

 

Raziya Nurmashev 



On December 07, 2012 the specialized interdistrict court on criminal cases of 

Zhambylsky area took out two private resolutions: 1) about finishing to data of the Ministry of 

Justice of the Republic of Kazakhstan on the facts of violations allowed by the lawyer of legal 

consultation "Lawyer" of Almaty city Bar of Nurmasheva R. K. for the solution of a question on 

deprivation, or cancellation of the license for the right of occupation by lawyer activity; 2) about 

finishing to data of Presidium of Almaty city Bar on the allowed facts of incorrect behavior in 

relation to court with participation of jurors, deliberate absence in a court session, an 

unreasonable tightening of trial on criminal case on charge B.P. Kuramshina according to Art. 

181 ч.4 the item  f the C imi  l Code of the Republic of Kazakhstan lawyers of legal 

consultation Nurmasheva R. K. "Lawyer". and Alimbayev I.M. for acceptance of the appropriate 

measures of reaction. 

Advocate Raziya Nurmasheva made the complaint to the private resolutions which date 

of consideration isn't appointed yet (at the time of January 25, 2013). 

 

Evgeny Tankov 

On January 28, 2013 at 18:24. The section of an eyebrow and black eye were earned by 

lawyer Evgeny Tankov, trying to protect from the workers dismantling houses in a housing 

estate of "Besoba", the apartment. High-rise buildings started pulling down, even in spite of the 

fact that in them still there lives the person. 

January 25, 2013. Tanks I came to visit the apartment in "Besobe" and I found out that 

part of furniture stole, and another - broke. Two chairs, one of which cost 90000 tenges, 

completely disappeared. The unknown malefactor also unscrewed legs from a table. The TV was 

broken and thrown on a floor in kitchen. 

The house in which now lives Tanks, in the absence of the resident started dismantling. 

From ladders already removed a handrail. The lawyer was indignant. I left in a yard where 

workers on "KamAZ" took out materials. Evgeny asked one of the drivers who have met to it to 

leave the territory. That refused. Here also there was a fight at "Besobe". 

- I threw a petard towards a car booth, the kamazist jumped out in my party. There was 

one more worker, - Evgeny remembers events of that of day. 

One of men hit the lawyer with the head in a face. Tanks I received an eyebrow section. 

The blood spilled for "Besobu", flew down on his face. Workers disappeared. Soon to a place of 

"dismantlings" there arrived police officers. Tanks I called a squad to declare theft. 

The investigation team wrote down indications of the lawyer, the crime scene was 

photographed. Now Evgeny waits for results of investigation. 

By the way, it already the second theft in rented Tank to the apartment in "Besobe". 

Earlier unknown carried away from the dwelling two portraits "the leader of the nation". 

The head of department of a state language and information of DVD of the Karaganda 

region Zhanatay Sembekov explained that theft in "Besobe" is investigated: "The statement in 

police arrived, the material is registered, investigation" will be made. 

 

 

POLITIC FIGURES 

 

Vladimir Kozlov 

On January 18, 2013, 20:25.  Yesterday Aliya Turusbekova of a distance the first 

appointment to the husband - politician Vladimir Kozlov, 1,5 hours, instead of 5-10 minutes as it 

was in Aktau.  

 

Aron Atabek 

On January 04, 2013 Aron Atabek is again moved for two years to the "closed" prison.  

The high-security prison management in Arkalyk confirms information that A.Atabek 

(Edigeev) is delivered here on a stage. 



Zhaynagul Aydarkhan expresses concern because her husband in prison of Arkalyk can 

contain in such severe conditions which can be equated to tortures. 

On the same questions of correspondent Azattyk the employee of prison in Arkalyk, 

called as the deputy chief of prison, also answered that A.Edigeev sits in the general conditions:  

"We have no tortures.  It contains in the ordinary camera.  Everything is normal".  

January 28, 2013. Azattyk's correspondent managed to take a telephone interview from 

A.Atabek condemned for 18 years. After the publication of the book written in bondage, the poet 

is transferred to "the closed prison". 

In December, 2012 A.Atabek from a standard regime penal colony in the settlement 

Karazhal is translated to the Karaganda region to two years in "the closed prison" to Arkalyk. 

Interview to it was carried out in December, 2012. 

how do you feel? We heard that in arkalyksky prison when you there got for the first 

time, at you weakened sight, and in karazhalsky prison you fell ill with tuberculosis. It's true? 

- It is inherent in camps. When sat in karazhalsky prison, I fought with one young guy 

and injured to myself an eye. In arkalyksky hospital checked a condition of an eye and wanted to 

perform operation. I refused operation because I don't trust medicine - especially in such 

situation. Recovered itself, applying folk remedies. Sight now - a minus 2,5. Books can be read, 

and on that thanks. Glasses I don't wear essentially. In my opinion, from points sight sits down 

even more. 

And tuberculosis was. It was treated, besides by self-treatment, I rejected illness pressure. 

Now state of health quite good". 

"- You in prison didn't beat? What types of tortures are in prison? 

- No. Personally it didn't concern me. Children torture, beat, having spread them on a 

lattice. To me such didn't do. There were moments when I showed resistance, and I was sent to 

ShIZO, unscrewing hands. It happens constantly, in the account I don't take" 

I heard about numerous cases of beating of prisoners. Them beat, tying to a grid. In 

Karazhal there were such cases. I heard few times that strongly beat. Forced rubber bludgeons, 

previously having put on them condoms, - so in every possible way mock at people. In other 

prison if police officers also didn't beat, prisoners were beaten cruelly by police officers in 

m sks, s me ki d  f "зондеркоманда". Me did 't be t: l  k  t  ge,  t    the , - didn't touch. 

In arkalyksky prison I sat two years, from 2010 to 2012. At the beginning of 2012 

returned was in karazhalsky camp, however here again it appeared in Arkalyk. In karazhalsky 

camp I stayed only 8 months and that in the isolated mode. Such punishment had to end in May, 

2013, but, despite it, me a stage sent here. On it there are reasons. Recently on the Internet my 

book "Heart of Eurasia" which was written in prison was published. 

In two weeks after the publication in karazhalsky prison as it befits, there arrived court 

and passed the decision to send me to prison of a high security for a period of 2 years. In 2009 

me condemned as - then my verses on Nazarbayev were published. And in two weeks me 

transferred from karazhalsky prison to Arkalyk. It once again shows as far as the mode is afraid 

of the truth. 

- In "krytka" you explain the repeated conclusion with only political reasons? 

- Why this mode again and again hides me in arkalyksky prison? In this closed prison 

there is one more prison. It is prison in prison, it still call "a local site of PLS". This office where 

the punishments concluded with lifelong term sit. There they sit about four-five years, further 

them send to prison in Kushmurun. Last time, when I sat in "PLS", 7 prisoners there sat, they 

committed various serious crimes. From politicians there was only I. Conditions very severe: 24 

hours are conducted video surveillance, to walk bring in handcuffs and a mask that nobody 

learned. All this system was created at Stalin, that it and remains, became now even worse. 

After CCES (committee of criminal and executive system) took away from department of 

the Ministry of Justice and transferred to the Ministry of Internal Affairs, cases of violence and 

an arbitrariness, torture, mockery at people became frequent. 



Control in camps along with police officers began to conduct and soldiers of internal 

troops. These are the most real morons. For them no laws exist, anybody doesn't call them for an 

order. All camp bring to a parade-ground and carry out a search, steal property of prisoners. It is 

various consumer electronics, such things, as radio. On faces - black masks. We tell "show 

masks". They come into camp and overturn everything upside down. How many thus beat. In 

"Karlag" there is a lot of such facts. In one of offices of "Karlag" prisoner Shamil Yaroslavlev 

was killed, it tortured. 

In "special camp No. 39" killed Zhasulan Belgibayev. It was lost painful death. Quite 

recently in prison of Zhezkazgan killed young guy Orzo Imronshoyev." 

 


